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NOTES OF JUDGE J BERGSENG ON SENTENCING

 
 

[1] Cory Rodger, you appear today for sentence on charges of possession of 

cannabis and possession of methamphetamine for supply.  The lead charge for 

sentencing is possession of methamphetamine.  That carries with it a maximum 

penalty of life imprisonment.   

[2] The summary of facts records that on 18 April the police entered into a motel 

room that you and several others were occupying.  A search of your backpack 

revealed seven one gram bags of methamphetamine.  Hidden in your wallet was a 

single one gram bag of methamphetamine and in your car another seven one gram 

bags of methamphetamine.  All up that is methamphetamine to a value of $15,000.  

Cash of $4690 was located, electronic scales and the cutting agent MSM.  You made 

a number of admissions in the course of your dealings with the police.   



 

 

[3] It is clear that you were in Christchurch with the intention of selling 

methamphetamine.  At the same time you were a user yourself.  You have previous 

convictions between 2005 and 2013 of some 38 convictions.  They are mainly for 

dishonesty.  In 2012 you were convicted for possessing stimulants, utensils and also 

a firearm.   

[4] The provision of advice report raises some issues.  It would appear from that 

report that you do not accept that the methamphetamine was yours.  You said to the 

report writer that you were unaware of the drugs, you were just helping a friend, but 

in your letters which you have written to the Court you have accepted full 

responsibility.  From your nodding in the dock I am taking it, and correct me if I am 

wrong, that you are accepting that the methamphetamine was yours.  [Yes, 

Your Honour (inaudible: 15:19:39)]  The question of electronic monitoring was 

considered.  However, there is no suitable address.  Imprisonment is the 

recommendation.   

[5] As I have just referred to, there was a letter of apology which has been 

written by Mr Rodger.  He has attached to that a management plan.  That sets out 

how he would like to see his future.  It is a future without methamphetamine 

involved in it.  He is, however, realistic that it is not easy once you are a user of 

methamphetamine to move away from that addiction.  Attached to the letter and the 

management plan is confirmation that he has attended an alcohol and other drugs 

programme while in custody.  Those are factors that hopefully bode well for the 

future. 

[6] The police submit that this is offending falling at the very end of band 2 in R 

v Fatu1

                                                 
1 R v Fatu [2006] 2 NZLR 72 (CA) 

.  It is submitted that a starting point of three years would be appropriate, that 

there should be an uplift for previous offending but credit of 25 percent should be 

available for the plea of guilty.  The end range is said to be somewhere between 28 

and 31 months.   



 

 

[7] Reference is made to the decision of R v Dunn2

[8] The submissions made by Mr Koya are for a starting point of three years or 

less.   

, a decision of Andrews J 

where the sentencing proceeded in respect of 15.2 grams of methamphetamine.  The 

starting point adopted there was one of three years’ imprisonment.  That starting 

point was on the basis that there was an absence of any other indicators of 

commercial dealing.  In that case there were no scales, there was no tick list and 

there was no cash, so that could be distinguished on facts of your case. 

[9] An issue has arisen in respect of the methamphetamine that you were found 

to be in possession of.  It was inadvertently destroyed.  After your plea of guilty your 

case was transferred from Christchurch to Manukau.  When Mr Koya became 

involved, which is relatively late in the piece, the issue of weight and analysis as to 

purity was raised.  That is not able to be done for the obvious reason that the drugs 

are no longer in existence.  Mr Koya, however, candidly accepts that you have made 

a number of admissions, which on their own support the charge of possession for 

supply.  Mr Koya submits that a starting point on the basis of weight alone would be 

higher than the starting point he has submitted but that given a cutting agent, MSM, 

was found in the course of the police search that questions as to purity are properly 

raised, and that a practical approach for the Court would be to reduce the starting 

point to that which is part of the police submissions, namely three years or, as he has 

said maybe a little lower. 

[10] In the course of oral submissions by Madam Prosecutor, she has submitted 

that in hindsight the police submissions put the starting point generously towards 

you and that they could be higher.  When I consider both sides of the argument I 

agree that the police starting point is light but then there is also force in Mr Koya’s 

argument that there is an issue about the purity.  It seems to me that an approach 

which does justice to the situation is to adopt a starting point of three years.  In 

normal circumstances that could be seen as being generous to you, given that you 

were clearly dealing in commercial quantities of methamphetamine, but it also takes 

into account that purity cannot be established.   
                                                 
2 R v Dunn [2013] NZHC 2383 



 

 

[11] From a starting point of three years which I have adopted by reference to the 

decision of R v Fatu, I then need to consider whether or not there are any personal 

aggravating or mitigating factors.  You have a number of previous convictions; some 

of them involved drugs but certainly not to the extent or seriousness of your current 

offending.  There will be an uplift of two months for your previous convictions.   

[12] In terms of personal mitigating factors I have taken into account your desire 

to address your drug offending.  Mr Koya submits or advises that enquiries have 

been made with Odyssey and it is hoped that a place will be available to you.  That 

will need to be on your release from prison and it may be that will be part of your 

release conditions.  However, I accept that your plans are genuine and I allow a 

limited discount for them of two months, which takes me back to 36 months. 

[13] You pleaded guilty at an early stage.  You are entitled to a 25 percent credit 

for that.  That is the maximum that is available; that is a reduction of nine months.  

The end sentence is therefore two years and three months’ imprisonment.  That is 

outside the range where home detention can be considered as a sentence.   

[14] On the charge of possession of cannabis you are convicted and discharged.   

[15] There is an order for destruction of the drug related paraphernalia that was 

seized at the time of your arrest in Christchurch and also an order for forfeiture of the 

money that was found in your possession.  That was in the sum of $4690.   

 

J Bergseng 
District Court Judge 
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